
  

Massive AMD Call Buyer Sees Semi Leader Continuing Dominance 

Ticker/Price: AMD ($84.70) 

Analysis: 

Advanced Micro (AMD) with over $20M in September $95 calls being bought to open today $11.40 to $11.60, 8K 

contracts. AMD a name with an enormous amount of bullish open interest, The January $82.50 calls with 20,000X in 

OI from buys, a recent buy of 5000 February $87.5 calls for nearly $5M, opening sellers in longer-dated puts, and more. 

On the chart AMD shares are consolidating above a supportive rising 21-week moving average and above $87.5 likely 

starts a move to $100. The $104B Semi trades 46.3X Earnings and 12X Sales and has been winning market share from 

Intel while being positioned across multiple secular growth areas for chips. AMD forecasts call for 42% revenue growth 

and 76% EBITDA growth this year and in 2021 25%/45%. AMD is a leader in a large and growing $79B TAM with a 

focus on Data Center, and PC & Gaming. AMD is targeting strong revenue growth, higher margins and strong FCF 

generation, and recently struck a major M&A deal for Xilinx (XLNX) and announced an AI collaboration with IBM. 

AMD is often in focus in early January at CES where it shows off new products. AMD has its best product portfolio ever 

and a ton of momentum. Analysts have an average target near $90 with short interest declining to 4.4% of the float. 

RBC raised its target to $100 this morning citing the XLNX synergies, market share gains, and margin expansion. 

Cleveland Research raised to Buy on 11/16 and on 11/6 Wells Fargo raised to Overweight with a $100 target seeing 

further potential for shares. Xilinx business also drives strong and sticky cash flows with design wins that lead to 

typically longer product cycles. Hedge Fund ownership jumped nearly 11% in the latest quarterly filings, new position 

for Whale Rock while Viking Global has a sizable position.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: AMD is becoming the best Semi in the market offering a long runway for growth as it leads all 

key markets, a truly amazing turnaround story that many will continue to doubt while expect it to keep hitting new 

highs.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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